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NOTES BY THE WAY.
As we shave said on previous occasions the terms
Reincarnation and Pre-existence are often confused,
but while reincarnation carries the idea of preexistence, pre-existence does not necessarily imply
some previous incarnate experience. The question
then arises--if we lived befofc our birth, in what
form did we live? Wordsworth is often quoted -in
tlie lines in which lie speaks of our coming from
God, and ‘‘trailing, clouds of glory” as we come.
Philosophically, it would secin that not until incarnate
in matter did the Universal Spirit, as expressed in
each of us, attain self-consciousness—that is to say,
consciousness of a personal self. But as the Mystic
knows, there is a larger and higher self and only
a portion of it is incarnated. That personal self
had probably no previous existence as such. Indeed,
the purpose of the Universe, according to some
authorities, is to individuate Spirit in the form of
these personal selves. But we are never likely to
reach any final conclusion on the matter, infinitely
diverse being the Universe in its manifestations. But
whatever the truth may be, we may rest assured
that ’ it is a beautiful and happy one. For some
of us it is enough simply io be, without perplexing
ourselves over much as to how we came to be and
what we may hereafter become.
*****
In a well-reasoned article, forming part of a
series, “On Survival”, in a Sunday journal, the
Marquis of Tavistock testifies to his belief that there
is a life beyond the grave. Amongst the grounds
for this belief he refers to the nature of the mind,
observing that the only “ending” of a thing, so far
as our knowledge of it extends, is that which comes
about by a dissolution of its parts. That the mind,
as expressed in personality, has no parts is shown,
he considers, bv its ability to form a judgment on
two different ideas, “a feat which would be impossible
if each idea were contained in a different compart
ment”. Doubtless the mind is something independent
of the material order, although interacting with
matter in the case of incarnate beings like ourselves.
Sir Oliver Lodge has gone very deeply into the
question in his writings. Still, there is an immense
amount of knowledge yet to be gained on this subject
of body and mind. We sometimes use the terms

a Newspaper.]

Price Fourpence

“soul” and “mind” interchangeably—a usage which
has some classical authority, and the idea that the
body is formed by the soul (or mind), once a poetic
idea, as expressed by Edmund Spenser and after
wards by Schiller, is now accepted by advanced
science. It is the theme of Dr. Geley’s volume, From
the Unconscious to the Conscious.
But it seems
clear enough that there is a Universal Mind which,
operating through the human consciousness, builds
up not only the body of flesh but the etheric body
in which the soul carries on the business of life in
the hereafter. So closely is it allied with the mind
that the term “mind-body” has been used of it. But
there is still much that is mysterious to us in its
operations, although as we proceed “veil after veil
is drawn aside”.
*****
Reference has already been made in Light to the
story of his other-world experiences, related in the
American Magazine last year, by Mr. William Dudley
Pelley, well-known in the United States as author
and journalist. As already mentioned, Mr. Pelley’s
article has been reproduced by him in a pamphlet,
5’crew Minutes in Eternity (the title of the original
story), with some additional matter dealing with his
career and his experiences after what he calls his
"hyper-dimensional visitation”. We hope to see the
pamphlet, which is published in New York, accessible
6n this side of the Atlantic. Meantime, we may
refer to the significance of the statement he makes,
that after the publication of his article (which he
wrote under protest, fearing that he might be classed
as an “occult freak”), he received a vast number of
letters, in which the writers spoke of having had
similar experiences. Mr. Pelley remarks :—

Going completely out of the body is a common
experience amongst persons of all races, creeds,
and strata of society. Only I caused a sensation
by saying so in the leading article of a periodical
having ten millions of readers. And, in view
of the fact that the great majority of those who,
from time to time, so enter other planes of
being, report similar sights and experiences, it
is not difficult to accept the
*
thesis that here
is a field which Science may well look over
to its profit.
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LIFE?

By Geo. Lindsay Johnson, M.D., F.R.C.S.

A great deal of confusion has arisen over the
precise nature and definition of “Life”. Many of
our clergy and Ministers of Religion consider that
life is identical with the blood. They derive this
idea from Genesis, Chap, ix, verse 4, in which it
speaks of "the blood which is the life thereof”,
thereby implying that it is the blood which gives life
to the individual. Now the blood has only three
main functions : Firstly, to carry oxygen to the tissues
by means of the red blood corpuscles; secondly, to
convey the necessary nourishment to every tissue and
living cell in the body; and, lastly, by means of the
white corpuscles (leucocytes) which exist in the blood,
to fight, and if possible destroy, all foreign organisms
which have gained access to the body by any means.
These white cells are the soldiers of the organism,
and they fight to their death to overcome the enemy.
They are intensely brave, and their slain bodies,
amounting to many millions, are known to everybody
as pus, or matter. But the blood has nothing what
soever to do with the life of the organism. There
is no blood 'in any plant, nor can any be found in
any of the lowest class of organisms, and yet they
all have life. But I can prove that the blood has
nothing to do with life in another way. I used
to attend the lectures of the late Prof. Kuehne, the
celebrated Professor of Physiology at Heidelberg,
and he, on several occasions, performed the following
experiment. I*e took a frog, and drained its body
of every drop of its blood, and in order to remove
the last traces of blood, he washed the vessels out
with a syringe filled with a weak solution of salt in
water, until no colour remained in the escaping fluid.
The frog remained to all appearances dead, without
any sign of life. If dropped into water, it floated
like a log. If placed on its back, it remained in that
position without the slightest sign of animation.
After a little time, the Professor took a large quantity
of a
salt solution in water, and injected it into
the abdomen, and also into the veins of the animal;
after about half an hour the frog began to show
signs of movement, and after another thirty minutes
the frog commenced feebly to croak; after another
short interval, the little fellow jumped about as if
there were nothing the matter with him 1 The reason
why this experiment would fail in a human being
or any Mammal, and not in a frog, is that in the
latter animal, the heart continues beating for about
eighteen hours after removal, if certain precautions
are taken, whereas in Man the heart stops directly
the amount of blood ceases to become oxygenated,
or falls below a certain amount.
I myself saw a young man, who was undergoing
an operation under an anaesthetic, when suddenly the
heart ceased to beat, and, in spite of all the approved
methods of resuscitation for nearly half an hour,
the young man showed no signs of life; he was about
to be given up as dead, when fee doctor as a last
resource opened up the chest wall, and seizing the
heart with his hand commenced alternately to squeeze
and relax it. After a short time, under this treatment,
the heart began to pulsate, and the young man was

restored to life. I closely inspected the wound which
the doctor had made in the chest, and questioned
the patient afterwards. Fie said the agony he went
through on coming to again, was the most fearful
pain he ever experienced. I, myself, have experienced
all the symptoms of drowning. When at school a
boy held my legs as I was diving under a partition,
so that I was incapable of rising to the surface, and
when I could no longer hold my breath, I let go,
and all the water rushed into my lungs, and I lost
consciousness. By applying Sylvester’s method for
twenty minutes, the operator ultimately brought me
round again to consciousness. But for all intents
and purposes I was practically dead before that. It
is commonly believed that all the events of one’s life
pass rapidly in review before one’s mind, but nothing
of the sort occurred to me. I had an agonised feeling
fee moment I let the water rush into my lungs,
but this only lasted for about two seconds, nor did
I suffer any discomfort later.
In fact death by
drowning is, except for the momentary choking
sensation, by no means disagreeable, and quite pain
less, in fact, it is just like going off 4 under an
anaesthetic.
We ask again : "What is life?” Take an egg or
a seed. Is it alive? It may, or may not be. In
the case of a seed, fee simplest way to find out,
is to plant it in a suitable soil, and see if it grows,
but as Mr. Baines has conclusively shown and
demonstrated to fee writer, a very delicate galvano
meter will infallibly tell you whether a seed or an
egg is alive by fee direction of the current—fie., from
the small end of the egg to the broad end, or, in the
case of a seed, from the cotyledon end to the root
end, or the reverse.
A great many attempts at defining life have been
made at various times. Herbert Spencer defines Life
as : “ The continuous adjustment of internal relations
to external relations,” and then he adds: “ And when
we so define it, we discover that the physical and
fee psychic life are equally comprehended by fee
definition.” But from what I have just said in reply
to the question, “What is life?”, one must ask, “ To
which kind of life do you refer—fee potential, or
the kinetic form?” If fee former, then Spencer’s
definition breaks down at once, and fee correct
definition would be : " Potential life has no properties
by which we can recognise it, except by ascertaining
in which direction the current flows, and by fee fact
feat it has fee power of passing from the passive
or potential form to fee active or kinetic variety.”
What then is the definition of kinetic life?
Now before we can make our definition understood
by all, we must first examine a few of fee properties
of life. In fee first place all life, as we recognise
it in fee physical world, can only work through what
is known as protoplasm. This consists of a highly
complex assemblage of atoms, which are made up
of fee four elements, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and
carbon, together wife small quantities of other
elements such as sulphur, phosphorus, iron, chlorine,
sodium, and potassium, but only the first three are
essential components of protoplasm. This is a white
viscous, jelly-like substance like albumen or whiteof-egg, about three-fourths of which consists of water.
Physiologists call protoplasm the physical basis of
life.
Now organic life, in its kinetic form, possesses
two essential properties: firstly, fee power of assimi
lation (feat is fee power of converting ingested food
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into living protoplasm), and, secondly, the power to
excrete, or throw off, all superfluous or waste
materials. There are many other properties which
are usually found in living beings, but life as defined
by us can exist without them. We refer to irritability,
reproduction and growth as among the most obvious.
Bearing these facts in mind, I think we may perhaps
define kinetic life as follows :—
Kinetic Life, as seen on the physical plane,
is that immaterial and unknown directing,
guiding, and constructing power,* which, for
want of a better expression, we may call the
• visible manifestation of the soul, which, per
vading an organised protoplasm-holding body,
enables it, by a ceaseless flow of internal changes,
to adjust itself to its environment through its
power of adaptation, to overcome inertia, and
resist decay.
The writer has long contemplated the various
definitions of Life, and he has adopted this one o±
his, as having fewer objections than any other he
has come across. It will be noticed that I specify
a ceaseless internal flow of changes, for the moment
that flow ceases altogether, life apparently disappears,
or, at any rate, becomes imperceptible. But further
investigation has shown me that something more is
required for life to become extinct and irrecoverable
in the- organism. This I will discuss in my next
article.
{Copyright.}
(To be continued.)

A

CHURCHYARD

PHANTASM.

Mr. E. A. S. Hayward sends us the following
translation of a case recorded in the Italian news
paper Carriere della Sera, of February 22nd, 1930.
A singular incident has occurred in the country
district, near Fratti di Salerno, where a thousandyear-old burial ground has been brought to fight
during excavations carried out by the Department
of Antiquities and Monuments. This burial ground
covers an area of 350 square metres and consists
of fifty tombs in which have been discovered amphora
and Corinthian pottery.
An old countryman has his home in the district.
For some days the old man has had his slumbers
disturbed by the apparition of a spectral figure which
approached his bed and stretched its arms over him
as if to earn? him away. The other night the strange
phantasm spoke these words, which were distinctly
heard by the old countryman: “ I am buried in front
■of your house. Take me out of the tomb.”
In the morning the 'old man went to Professor
Marzullo, who was directing the excavations, and
after telling him of the nocturnal apparition, begged
him to extend his operations before his house.
As soon as the digging had been finished, to the
great amazement of those present, there came to
light a coffin containing a skeleton in almost perfect
preservation.
The incident has caused a deep impression in
the district, and the thousand-year-old tomb has since
been the object of uninterrupted pilgrimage.
* 1 have called it a power, and not energy, because the
phenomena it exerts show that it must be of a different kind
or order from the physical energy which is perceived every
where around us on this plane.
It certainly cannot be
changed into any of the natural forces such as electricity,
heat, light, or gravity, and yet it can exert immense force
quite apart from the physical body. This, Sir William
(Crookes has abundantly demonstrated in the case of Home
the Medium, and also in the case of Katie King through
the Medium Miss Florrie Cook. It is one of the subjects
which urgently require careful investigation. This has, to
■some extent, been done by the late Dr. Geley, and later
by Dr. Eugene Ostv.
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“BE YE PERFECT.”
A

Meditation.

We talk of a counsel of perfection as something
beyond our reach, idealistic perhaps but at least semi
impossible. Yet the very counsel here given carries
with it the implication of possibility. The difference
lies in the point of view: we speak from the standard
of three-score-and-ten short years, but the truer
vision takes into account many lives and aeons of time.
From the shorter point of view, perfection is a willo’-the-wisp; from the lengthier it must needs follow
as the logical end of continued progress.

“ Be ye perfect, even as your Father in heaven is
perfect”, and thus, lest we should spend our time for
progress in restless argument as to the special points
of perfection (as is the manner of dialectics and
debate), we are given a specific model—the Father in
heaven, whose Exemplar to us is the Christ. His is
the path that we must
*
follow if we would take the
road to perfection. There be many other roads, and
by-paths innumerable, joyous and delusive, feetsnaring and wit-bewildering, but they lead not to Per
fection. The road to that is narrow, and few tread it.
“ Does the road wind uphill all the way?” “Yes,
to the very end.” The downward path is the easy
route to Avernus, and many travel that way befuddled,
arm-in-arm, singing strange songs.

But with here a friend and there a lover, a few
choose the uphill road. They have but scanty7 fare
and few possessions, but the love in their hearts
lightens the road, and ever and anon their vision is
enchanted with the glory of the opening prospect.
Their ears gain stray chaunts of gossamer music, their
hearts thrill with tender thoughts that have no words.
The barriers betwixt them are down, and heaven itself
has no barriers to those who love.
So they draw
nearer the one to the other, and to the love of God
which welcomes and draws them on.
And ever the star shines there before them, the
star of perfection; far away, maybe, but it is their
beckoning guide.

“ Be ye perfect . .
H. Ernest Hunt.

PSYCHIC

MESSAGES AND THEIR CRITICS.

W. T. G., an American correspondent, sends us a
protest against the hypercritical spirit in which psychic
messages are not intrequently received. He writes
us concerning some communications of a rather
remarkable character received by him through a
Medium who, although widely-read, has not the
literary skill which would enable him to edit the
writings he receives.
We cordially agree with
\V- T. G.’s opinion when he says :—
It seems to me a blot on finished writers and
’the intelligentsia generally that they force what
we believe to be spirit communicators to trans
mit their messages through the less qualified
Writers of English, by ignoring the subject
altogether. It seems to me that hypercriticism
of the diction of genuine messages is in the
same class as a fastidious attention to the fly
specks in a good picture. Our communicators
assert that they impress images on the mind
of the sensitive, and they cannot always control
the word-translation of these. It seems to me
that the message itself is the important thing,
and if a split infinitive does not alter the
meaning of a message, the communication itself
should not be brushed aside on that account,
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THE BRITISH COLLEGE BANQUET.
The Fifth Annual Dinner of the British College,
held on April 3rd, ,was a most successful affair.
Some hundred and fifty people were assembled at
the Cafe Royal, and those present included the
Countess Clonmel, Lady Currie, Lady Greenwood,
Lady Palmer, Lady Shackleton, Sir Lawrence Jones,
Bart., Sir John and Lady Foster Fraser, General
Cummins and a large array of others whose names
are associated with social, literary, scientific, political
and psychic activities. After the excellent repast,
Mrs. Champion de Crespigny, who presided, proposed
the health of The King, and then read messages of
regret from those unavoidably absent, including Sir
Richard Gregory, the Rev. Gordon Lang, Baron and
Baroness van Amerongen, and Sir Arthur,and Lady
Conan Doyle. Sir Arthur's message of goodwill, with
its encouraging promise of being present at the next
dinner, was received with applause.
In welcoming the assembly, Mrs. de Crespigny
said she desired to say a few words about the work
of the College. Its function was principally the
investigation of phenomena along careful, sympathetic
lines, with a view to arriving at an understanding
of the laws that lay behind them. This work was
carried on in the scientific rather than in the religious
spirit. Her own view was that the dark seance was
becoming almost played out; she observed that some
investigators were content with obtaining the same
phenomena over and over again. One could not be
content with that. One needed higher ideals—the
desire to learn the laws of those planes that lay
behind and beyond the material world. Then it
might be possible to understand the true inwardness
of spiritual manifestations.
The Rev. C. Drayton Thomas, in proposing the
toast of the Guests, expressed his admiration for
the character and attainment of Sir Lawrence Jones,
and 'referred to Miss Stead as a worthy successor
of her father, whose work she was carrying on in
the W. T. Stead Borderland Library, the successor
to “Julia’s Bureau”. When, lately, he had been
permitted to look through a powerful microscope,
owned by a friend of his, Mr. Thomas had reflected
on the case of a race of people with microscopic
eyes. They would live in a world of interest and
beauty, but not in the world we know. Yet we our
selves, with our larger vision, were very limited.
There were many things outside the range of our
five senses.
Referring to cases of spontaneous
supernormal phenomena recorded through all the ages
he suggested that these were given to mankind as
hints that he should study the laws involved in these
things.
Since the Hydesville manifestations this
sttudy had been taken up in the form of what ho
might call facilitated phenomena. He held that these
in their totality gave us a demonstration of human
survival of death which should be immensely helptuL
to the Churches. As a Christian Minister he was
proud to be able to say that we could now change
faith in survival for actual proof, leaving faith' free
for further flights.
Sir Lawrence Jones, in acknowledging the toasts,
said he felt there was a wave of sympathy amongst
them. When walking in a street, near his house,
recently he had noticed a chalk line marking what
an inscription described as “No Man’s Land”. He
thought “No Man’s Land” was not a bad description
of the realm they were all enga'ged in considering,
and a common interest in which had drawn them
together. It behoved them, as wise men and women,
thoroughly to explore that unknown country. He
had been interested in psychical research for forty
years, and he remembered that when he was a young
man psychical researchers were described as a com
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pany of people in a 'dark room hunting for a black
cat that was not there! But they had persisted and
found that (to pursue the parable) the black cat is
certainly there sometimes, if not all the time. Sir
Lawrence then alluded to a story told by Mr. G. R. S.
Mead concerning a friend of his who had a vivid
dream in which he was in Heaven amongst the
celestial hosts. In order to fix in his mind some
description of his experiences he wrote down a few
words while half-awake. When he awoke in the
morning he found he had written : “ Those I met
were clothed in flannelette!.” It had been suggested
that there is an unseen censor to prevent our bringing
back accurate memories of our experiences in the
higher worlds.
Miss Estelle Stead said that she felt both
honoured and gratified to be with them. She well
remembered the beginnings of the British College
when she received a visit from Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
McKenzie with their proposal that a College should
be founded. In responding for the Guests, she would
like to refer to the guests unseen who were doubtless
with them that evening participating in their pleasure.
She felt sure that Mr. McKenzie was present on such
an occasion, and she knew that her father was there.
Mr. E. A. Radford, in an interesting and vigorous
speech, proposed the toast of the British College. He
referred to the comfort and joy he had gained from
his experiences which, though not numerous, were
of a most convincing kind.
Mrs. Hewat McKenzie, in responding for the
College, said it .was just ten years since that
institution was founded. They were years well worth
living in. Referring to the ancient civilisations, whose
remains were being explored to-day—as in the case
of Greece and Egypt—she said that in the traces
of a fine culture that existed in that remote past a
knowledge of the Unseen World was clearly visible.
That knowledge had largely died out, but to-day it
was being revived, and they believed that there was
in it a priceless truth to be made known to the world..
Mr. H. Austen Hall, a member of the Council
of the College, referred with high appreciation to
the work of Mrs. McKenzie, who was shortly
relinquishing her office of Hon. Principal. They
would all greatly miss her presence, her fine qualities
of administration and her shrewd judgment of men
and things.
Mr. Shaw Desmond, in the course of a long and
eloquent speech, said he had been trying to gauge
the atmosphere of the gathering. It had begun by
being rather cold but had gradually warmed up.
Students of psychical matters knew that the near
approach of visitors from the unseen world to their
gatherings produced at first a sensation of coldness,
and he noted this as significant. He believed that
Spiritualism in its largest sense was something more
than Spiritualism. Religion like Spiritualism had
been segregated as a thing apart. What they were
both concerned with was something beyond—it was
Life. He thought the sooner they got away from
'the purely physical manifestations of Spiritualism
the better. By gaining more knowledge of the higher
laws and forces they would be able to check the
scientist’s psychical researches.
Major Mowbray gave, as on a previous occasion,
a graphic account of his photographic experiments
and the astonishing results gained. Speaking of the
apports witnessed by him and a circle of sitters with
a Medium at Newbiggin, he said these were nearly
always obtainable. On one occasion they had had
twenty-two in half" an hour.
The party then dispersed after an animated and
memorable evening.

The Ealing Spiritualist Church has requested the
Circulation Manager of Light to send a copy of the
journal every week to the Central Library, Ealing.
Will other Spiritualist Churches and Societies please
note.
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(The Editor does not necessarily identify himself with the
opinions expressed by Correspondents)
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Sir,—The subscribers to the above Fund have
usually written to me such hearty appreciation of the
Work of Mr. Evans and his personal character that I
feel there must be very many others who hold the
same sentiment, but being unable to afford substantial
contributions are diffident in sending small sums. May
I suggest through your columns that those societies
who appreciate Mr. Evans’s work should take up a
“retiring collection” for him after the Sunday evening
(or other evening) meeting?—Yours, etc.,
R. A. Bush.
8, Mostyn Road,
Merton Park, S.W.19.
[Contributions to this Fund should be sent direct
to Mr. Bush.—Ed.)
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MRS. ANNIE JOHNSON.
Sir,—Would you kindly spare a small space in
your next issue of Light for my wife, Mrs. Annie
Johnson. She is lying very ill at the Chelsea Hos
pital for Women after a very serious operation. I
thought it would meet the eye of friends and inquirers
and explain the reason why she has not been doing
her public work for the last three months.—Yours,
etc.,
G. Johnson.
“ Ingleside,” 88, Valley Road,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts.

“ A PROBLEM OF RE-IMBODIMENT.”
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Sir,—The letter (Light, March 22nd) in which
Miss Marjorie Marrian refers to a question I asked
in a previous issue is interesting, and I agree with the
substance of it. I do not believe in re-incarnation
any more than she does. When I wrote before, it
was that the whole theory seemed to me so much like
the case of the mountains being in travail. We have
to understand that from an unknown period a per
sonality—a spirit—has made a succession of dips into
this world and on each occasion it obviously had two
fresh parents. This was to work out its “Karma”
and approach nearer to such a state of perfection as
would enable it at last to stray in the spiritual world
for good. Think of the number of parent pairs who
had to toil and spend anxious hours (and also, of
course, many happy ones) and of the vicissitudes of
life generally to get this particular spirit one step
further on the road to Nirvana! Then when this
interesting spirit—still unfit—comes here for another
experience all remembrance of those parents fades
arid is for ever lost. This has gone on for intermin
able ages and a man mi£ht well ask whether he is
good enough for so much love and devotion, and
whether this debonair forgetfulness of the strife is
quite “the thing”. If he has half a dozen brothers
arid sisters they are all separate spirits related to him
pro fem by a physical link, and his parents and all his
forefathers were in the same case, and hundreds of
those parents are long since back in the world. The
mind staggers at the thought of this crazy, broken
kaleidoscope of relationships. All this to avoid the
perfectly reasonable assumption that life comes to the
infant; that this infant will run its earthly course and
then emerge from flesh as a spirit, and that it will no
more come back to earth than would a butterfly to
chrysalis, larva and egg.—Yours, etc.,
E. Harvey.
Bromboro’, Cheshire.

way of reason.

These are days of torrential movement. We are
witnessing the break-up of an old stage of civilisation
and the dim and difficult beginnings of a new social
order. Much of the present activity of thought
centres about the question of a life after death, for
on the answer to that question hangs the solution
of many problems. Some years ago we recorded
some impressions regarding the course we had set
ourselves to keep in busy and troublous days, and we
may repeat them here :—
In such a surge and welter of views and
opinions, such an onrush of varied activities,
it is not always easy to preserve one’s com
posure, and, amid a multitude of by-ways, side
turnings and “short-cuts”, to keep steadily to
the high road. It is indeed difficult at times
to resist the lure of the romantic by-way, the
attraction of the “short-cut”, or the high
adventure promised by some new and unfamiliar
path. We see throngs passing to each of them,
but we keep to the highway. It is sometimes
rather bleak and unattractive; it is “heavy
going” occasionally, but it is plain and straight,
and we have an abiding conviction that those
who leave‘it will have in the end to return.
The “unnatural”, the “preternatural”, the
' “supernatural”, have no attractions for us. We
study the supernormal and the abnormal, but
retain our belief that the normal life is the
truest one, and that the natural world and
the natural life are our main concern. We
observe the coming into the world of a myriad
things; betokening the powers of the human
spirit, but these are clearly not to be pursued
as ends in themselves, but only as a means of
raising our lives to a higher level. The dead
come back and give us. many tokens of their
continued life and love. But they are living
their true lives elsewhere, and we are not to
be deceived into supposing that they have
returned in any permanent way to participate
Once more in a world which is no longer their
natural habitat.
From their abodes in the higher life those
whose work it is can still guide, instruct, inspire
and direct those of us who on earth are akin
to them. But they themselves have finally put
off the earth and the ways of earth, and have
no longer any part or lot in it.
This is a thing that some of the old Spirit
ualists, having a deep insight into these matters,
fully realised. Some of the newer Spiritualists
do not seem yet to have mastered the lesson.
It is quite natural and pardonable in the circum
stances. The amazing psychic phenomena which
are being witnessed and recorded to-day may
well give the impression that a new Heaven
and a new earth is at our very doors, and
that the dead have “come back” in a sense more
literal than is actually the case.
Let us keep to the high road. Our way leads
naturally to theirs and to them. Their way
is forward, and if they come back it is but for
' a “flying visit”, to give us tokens- of their
continued existence; and then to return again
to their own world which is not this world.
So, like Walt Whitman, we take to the open
road, feeling that all the confusions of counsel
and the conflict of opinion will in time pass
away and that the present ferment simply
indicates the awakening—sometimes in a spas
modic fashion—of the spiritual senses of the
race whereby it will be able at last to see its
own way and take it without fear or perplexity.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
EASTER.
This is the greatest festival of the Christian
Church. It bears witness year by year to an event
which has been epoch-making in history of mankind.
This is true not only for Christian believers but for
all impartial students of history.
A few years ago a learned Jewish Rabbi published
a book, under the title Jesus of Nazareth, by Joseph
Klausner (translated from the Hebrew by II. Danby)
in which he pointed out that the New Testament is
full of indications of detailed knowledge of Jewish
customs and ideas; at the same time he criticises and
rejects passages which, in his opinion, are unlikely to
be true to fact. When he reaches the narratives of
the Resurrection he is evidently at a loss to explain
them; he recognises with admirable candour that they
relate to a real experience, that something must have
occurred which was adequate to convince the disciples
that their Master was alive after the crucifixion.
He justly remarks that a great religion cannot rest
on a mere lie or illusion. Dr. Klausner’s book deserves
to be studied and, not least, on account of this
conclusion stated towards the end of the volume.
The disciples were changed by the experience they
had at Eastertide, and they were so absolutely sure
that they had seen and talked with their Master after
He had died that they joyfully proclaimed to all
who would listen: “Jesus; and the Resurrection.”
In measure as the Church of Christ has done the
same, in that degree has it been a channel of more
abundant life to mankind. Not, of course, when
the proclamation has been by words only. The only
effective witness to the Fact which Eastertide com
memorates is a living witness. “ What makes it
possible for men to believe in God is the evidence
of lives that are rooted deeply in the unseen world,
‘whose loves in higher loves endure’. Nothing is going
to convince the world df the truth of Christianity,
except Christ-like lives.”* That is why “ Jesus : and
the Resurrection” must be proclaimed together.
Manifestation after death is not a unique
experience: taken alone it cannot suffice«as the
basis of a world-wide Religion, neither can the ideal
life of the Son of Man suffice alone for this. If
the disciples had not been convinced of His risen
life and continued presence among them, admiration
for His ideal life would not have sufficed, without
this assurance, to carry them through life and death
as effective missionaries of the Christian Religion.
* The New Christian Adventure,

(a, Eaton Gate, S.W.
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When their message has failed and been fruitless
this has been due to the fact that it has not been
faithfully given or has not been really assimilated;
that the significance of the Character and Ideal of
Jesus, and the fact of the Resurrection, have been
submerged under a mass of misinterpretations, human
passions, and semi-pagan superstition; and the
nominal acceptance of a creed has been substituted
for living experience of, and communion with, a
Divine Life. In spite of all the distortions which
have perverted the message, however, no intelligent
student of history can fail to recognise that the event
of Eastertide was an epoch-making one, and that
even on the exterior plane mankind has reaped a
rich harvest from it. If all the serviceable results
of the Christian Faith were eliminated from the
world how profound would be the loss, in health,
education, art and fellowship!
The services to
Humanity, which owe their origin to belief in “Jesus
and the Resurrection”, are of inestimable value; but
they are only a portion of a deeper service known
experimentally to those who have striven to bear
the cross and live the Christ life. Sir Wilfred
Grenville in his little book, What Christ means to
**
me,
has borne straightforward testimony to the
dynamic power of this faith in his own life and
work.
In his last book Mr. Stanley De Brath writes :
“ The victory over death, signalised by the appear
ances, was the central fact in apostolic teaching . . .
the basis in fact and in reason for conversion to
a new mode of life.” “ All history shows that the
message of Christ is the only possible solution.”!
This book may prove to be the most important of
his many literary works. Its aim is to show that
every act in the European Drama is under definite
evolutionary Law, that to conform to that law is
to ensure permanency and peace; to oppose it, how
ever unconsciously, is to ensure our fall, misery and
destruction.
His wide grasp of history and psychic phenomena,
combined with clear vision and a highly-developed
faculty for synthesis, have resulted in a work which
should appeal to students, whether they specialise in
history, or science, or psychical research ; it should,
also, very specially appeal to those whose interest
in all world developments is the outcome of profound
belief in God’s Guiding Purpose; and who believe,
as he does, that the culminating manifestation of
that Purpose, as far as Humanity has yet been able
to perceive it, is in “the Message of Christ”, that
in that message the evolutionary Law finds it fulfil
ment, and the world problems their solution.
H. A. Dallas.

THE GOAL OF EVOLUTION.
In a book on Evolution, written by Joseph le
Conte and published in 1895, the following passage
occurs; it is appropriate to the article on “The
Significance of Easter” on this page.
In evolution a goal is not only a completion
of one stage, but also the beginning of another
and higher stage—on a higher plane of life
with new and higher capacities and powers
unimaginable from any lower plane. Let me
illustrate: As man is the ideal—the goal and
completion of animal evolution, and yet is he
also a birth into a higher plane of life—the
spiritual; so the Christ, the ideal Man, may
be only the goal and completion of human
evolution, and yet is He also a birth into a
new and higher plane—the Divine. (Evolution
and its Relation to Religious Thought, p. 362.)
** Hodder & Stoughton. (as. fid. net.)
+ The Drama of Europe. (Stockwell, pp. 85, 219.)
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SIDELIGHTS.
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Sir Oliver Lodge, in the current Sufi Quarterly
has an article of great value entitled “Science and
God” in which the author sets down in clear and
telling phrases the general attitude of the scientific
mind towards the conception of deity.
Says Sir
Oliver, “ I have to look at the universe from the point
of view of science and must admit that science does
not use the term God, but, on the contrary, continually
tries to restrain itself from attending to final causes
and purposes which are beyond its scope.
It has
nevertheless taught us some things very important
theologically, which I may summarise thus :—First,
that we live in a realm of law and order
*
That every
atom obeys the foices acting upon it with absolute
precision. That there is no rebellion or caprice in
organic nature.”

*****
Continuing, Sir Oliver says, “ The main point is
that the laws of physics and chemistry, the very laws
which we have ascertained to be in operation on this
planet earth, are found to be equally valid throughout
the whole extent of space. . . . The revelation of
science is that, that which occurs here in the physical
universe, occurs everywhere: that the laws are the
same ... If there be a God Who understands and
is responsible for everything . . . His power and
influence extend to the remotest confines of space,
from eternity to eternity, and that in that majestic and
one reality, nowever little we may as vet apprehend its
nature, we and every part of the material, aye and of
the mental and spiritual universe, too, live and move
and have our being.”
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*****
In an authoritative article on “ The Present Posi
tion in Psychical Research,” in the current issue ot
Psychic Science, Mr, I. Arthur Hill says. "Regarding
survival and communication as justified by the farts,
I am interested in further evidence as strengthening
the case. But there is another impoYtant aspect.
Further evidence mav throw some light on the process.
This is one of the things that we very much want.
Until we know more of the process, we arc dependent
on unknown conditions, and have to take what comes.
When we know’ more of the process, we shall be able
more and more to supply the right condilions and
therefore get results with greater certainty. The
investigation will then become more scientific in the
laboratory sense. Consequently in new evidence 1
am mainly un the look out for indications of process.”
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In the course of a review of Mr. R. A. Bush's
latest book. Jesus Christ at Work, a w riter in the
Christian World of April 3rd appears surprised at the
“marked absence of the trivialities ano absurdities
which so often characterise supposed messages.” This
review, in a paper devoted largely to Church affairs,
is, surprisingly, very favourable, and concludes thus :
“ In the preface, he (the author) warns the amateur
oil the field, insisting that an experienced Spiritualist
should always be consulted, and then only in a mood
of great seriousness and aspiration. Whatever be the
source of these communications, a point on which, in
the present stage it is difficult finally to pronounce,
the messages here recorded are uniformly wholesome
and inspiring, while the tone of the book throughout
is deserving of nothing but praise.”

The Editor has gone abroad for a few weeks'
holiday. Personal letters will be forwarded if desired.
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His hair was matted with dirt, his face and body
begrimed, and streaked here and there with blood
and perspiration. . He was savagely welding some
material, that did not look like metal, on his anvil,
ami was cursing with much vehemence. He was not
at once aware of our presence, and when he was
he saluted the Angel with a volley of execrations.
I need not detail the conversation with him. He
did not see me until we were about to leave, and
he then grinned savagely, and said: “Ah! . . . you I
You know’ now where that fire came from that burned
you?” [At one of the seances I had descri >ed him
as sitting near me, and had put out my hand in his
He had suddenly touched me. and the
direction.
result was a blister on my hand.) We turned to
leave, and his mocking laugh rang in uur ears as
we went, I wi shed io question. bat was told to
refrain till I had resumed the bodily state.
Emerging again into the air above ground, we
passed rapidly away, and 1 was conscious of a dreamy
feeling as when one dozes in a carnage : a sense ot
motion combined with repose.
I cannot tell how
long this continued.
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everywhere and walls half hung with
tawdry tinsel. The very streets were unfinished, and
had mirrors here and there, and toilet appurtenances
at the corner of the streets, and outside of the houses.
I saw many stop and look at themselves, and give
a twist to the moustache or a mure jaunty set to
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hat. 1 saw no women, all men and boys.
While I wondered at this I found myself going
up the steps and through the hall into one ob the
houses. It had the same unfinished, air, the same
tinsel magnificence, the same cold, cheerless appear
ance. We looked into a room on the 'ground-floor
and found nothing but combs and brushes and broken
mirrors, and fearful clothes of loud patterns, all
heaped together in confusion. We passed on upstairs,
and there, surrounded by mirrors I saw A.B. [A
young man known to me, of extreme personal vanity,
who was always dressing and undressing : a person
of a very unbalanced mind, which finally gave way
altogether, and he took his life by stabbing himself.
As he fell he struck his head against some object
and made a deep scar over the left eye.]
He was clothed in most extraordinary raiment,
of loudest pattern, and most inharmonious colours,
shaped according to our ultra-fashionable pattern.
His hair was reeking .of strong-scented grease, and
he was industriously trying to disguise the scar over
his eye with rouge and pearl-powder. It had been
made at his death,' and it disfigured his face. He
turned to greet me, but with an air of great pre
occupation. He did not listen to what I said, but
interrupted me at once with some foolish question
as to the cut of his coat. He brought a mirror to
show me the beautiful- way in which he had parted
his hair (as if I wanted a mirror to see that!). He
evidently thought mirrors the great thing in his life.
He made disparaging remarks about the personal
appearance of those with me, who now had assumed
the natural appearance of men; and he kept throwing
about spme very fade-smelling scent, which was very
nasty. Now and then he seemed to have gleams
of sense; and then he hastily covered his face and
body with his hands, as though to hide them from
our gaze. But the gleams soon passed, and he turned
again to his mirrors and pomatum. He was vigorously
brushing his back hair when we left him.
[After returning to the body S.M. was told to
eat, and cleanse the body with cold water. Explan
ations were later given by writing.]
Question : “ IVhat do the scenes mean?”
Reply “ In the first journey you were taken in
spirit to the Sphere of Desolation. It is inhabited
by those wretched ones who have sunk in sensuality
to a state typified to you by fiery torment. They
dwell in a desolate and barren land where no life
is, because such is their spiritual state. The spirit
whom you went to visit had debauched himself with
fiery drink, and had occupied himself in dragging
down others to his own level, to their ruin and misery.
Hence, in his spiritual state he is grimy and blood
stained to your eye, occupied in forging abortive
instruments of destruction in the midst of a stifling
and noisome atmosphere. His language is cursing
and bitterness, and his punishment is to see designs
that are full of promise marred and broken by
clumsiness of execution. This is the outcome of
his life, genius wrecked by debauchery. The stench
was the analogue of his spiritual thoughts. The
metal that he was welding was an amalgam which,
in his exceeding cleverness, he had made to supersede
all others, and he knows not. that it is rotten and
can never be welded. So again in his life. He
would not walk in the path of duty, nor do his
allotted work, but would find out new ways for him, self. and then rush to drink because they came to
nought. He is now leading a life which strikes you
as horrible; not so him. To him it is strenuous
exertion which he vainly thinks profitable. He will
not see till the efforts of the Ministers have availed
to stir in him some spiritual life. This has been done
more than once, but he has always relapsed. . , .
Leave him to those who are wiser then you.
“ We turn to your other friend. In the scene you
saw you will discover the analogue of his life. For
what was it ? Vanity, all vanity. Hence he lives
in the city of vanity where all is vain and frivolous,
empty and unsatisfying.. The houses and buildings
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are unfinished, for the vain ones have no care for
anything but themselves, and so they cannot concen
trate attention so as to complete anything. They
are tawdry and full of base shams, because the vain
ones live in the external, and cannot discern between
the gold and its imitation. The mirrors that lie
everywhere are, to the vain ones, -the ornament they
most desire, for they show them their own exterior.
The essences and pomades and brushes and the like
are the necessities of life, for the vain ones five
in vain attempts to deck themselves with what they
imagine will trick out their fancied charms; though,
•as you saw, they succeed only in covering themselves
with that which is noisome and ridiculous. The
spirit whom you visited spent his life in vanity,
and it has eaten into his soul. For now the spirit
body that he has, and which he thinks so much of,
is scarred over with blains, full of corruption and
disease, which it is his great and constant care to
disguise with varied plasters and appliances. Had
you been able to see beneath those ^clothes, which
he delights in, you would have seen a mass of sores,
the noisomeness of which he vainly attempts to cover
by sprinkling about'the scent which you so disliked.
All the vain ones dislike and disparage each other,
and are purely selfish. They require to deck them
selves as you need food. Hence their streets are
furnished with means of so doing as yours are with
shops and drinking fountains. There are no women
in their city, for the vain ones would fear that their
finery would be eclipsed.”

THE DISCOVERY OF THE SELF.
By L. Margery Bazett.

I suppose that no period has approached so nearly
to this discovery as the present time. Modern
psychology, in particular, has given profound atten
tion to this question. If, in the past, our search has
been too often superficial, to-day psychology is
showing that a cursory observation is wholly
inadequate.
The great discovery has been that the Self is, and
always has been, infinitely greater than our poor con
ception of it; it is not confined within the world of
the senses. Walt Whitman exclaimed, “ I do not
think that seventy years is the time of man or woman,
nor that years will ever stop the existence of me or
anyone.” He saw the Self as it is—eternal, yet
functioning within the limits of its terrestial spam
He would fain draw us away from that constant
“staring into the mirror of the isolated, lonely -self”,
and would direct us to that unity of all life, of which
each self is only a part. He was able to feel this
unity of the whole, and “to feel it with the same
unerring certainty with which we feel conscious of
the isolated self.”
The mystic, the artist, the spiritual adventurer,
have all set out upon the search; but have they found
the Self—the real man?
To-day the psychic or sensitive is following in
their rear, the man of yet other vision. All, alike;
must turn away from the world of sense, knowing
full well that the existence of the Self is “never
Wrapped heavily in the voluminous folds of this life’s
garment.”
Those who search only in the sense-world discover
the trappings of the Self, the self of the under-world
of personality, but here, they will never discover it
in its entirety. In this sense-world, the real Self has.
been camouflaged. Matthew Arnold described it
thus:
I knew the mass of men . . . lived and moved
tricked in disguises, alien to the rest of men, and
alien to themselves;
To the seer this camouflage is not impenetrable^
though- he too has been frequently misled by it.
“ To thine own self be true”. Could we but keep»
a fraction of this commandment, 'we should fulfil a.
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hat. 1 'Saw no women, all men and hoys.
W hile I wondered at this I found myself going
up the steps and through the hall into one oh the
houses.
It had the same unfinished air, the same
tinsel magnificence, the same cold, cheerless appear
ance. We looked into a room on the ’ground-floor
and found nothing but combs and brushes and broken
mirrors, and fearful clothes of loud patterns, all
heaped together in confusion. We passed on upstairs,
and there, surrounded by mirrors I saw A.B. [A
young man known to me, of extreme personal vanity,
who was always dressing and undressing : a person
of a very unbalanced mind, which finally gave way
altogether, and he took his life by stabbing himself.
As he fell he struck his head against some object
and made a deep scar over the left eye.]
He was clothed in most extraordinary raiment,
of loudest pattern, and most inharmonious colours,
shaped according to our ultra-fashionable pattern.
His hair was reeking of strong-scented grease, and
he was industriously trying to disguise the scar over
his eye with rouge and pearl-powder. It had been
made at his death,'and it disfigured his face. He
turned to greet me, but with an air of great pre
occupation. He did not listen to what I said, but
interrupted me at once with some foolish question
as to the cut of his coat. He brought a mirror to
show me the beautiful- way in which he had parted
his hair (as if 1 wanted a mirror to see that!). He
evidently thought mirrors the great thing in his life.
He made disparaging remarks about the personal
appearance of those with me, who now had assumed
the natural appearance of men; and he kept throwing
about spme very fade-smelling scent, which was very
nasty. Now and then he seemed to have gleams
of sense; and then he hastily covered his face, and
body with his hands, as though to hide them from
our gaze. But the gleams soon passed, and he turned
again to his mirrors and pomatum. He was vigorously
brushing his back hair when we left him.
[After returning to the body S.M. was told to
eat, and cleanse the body with cold water. Explan
ations were later given by writing.]
Question : " What do the scenes mean?”
Reply : "In the first journey you were taken in
spirit to the Sphere of Desolation. It is inhabited
by those wretched ones who have sunk in sensuality
to a state typified to you by fiery torment. They
dwell in a desolate and barren land where no life
is, because such is their spiritual state. The spirit
whom you went to visit had debauched himself with
fiery drink, and had occupied himself in dragging
down others to his own leVel, to their ruin and misery.
Hence, in his spiritual state he is grimy and blood
stained to your eye, occupied in forging abortive
instruments of destruction in the midst of a stifling
and noisome atmosphere. His language is cursing
and bitterness, and his punishment is to see designs
that are full of promise marred and broken by
clumsiness of execution. This is the outcome of
his life, genius wrecked by debauchery. The stench
was the analogue of his spiritual thoughts. The
metal that he was welding was an amalgam which,
in his exceeding cleverness, he had made to supersede
all others, and he knows not. that it is rotten and
can never be welded. So again in his life. He
would not walk in the path of duty, nor do his
allotted work, but would find out new ways for him, self, and then rush to drink because they came to
nought. He is how leading a life which strikes you
as horrible; not so him. To him it is strenuous
exertion which he vainly thinks profitable. He will
not see till the efforts of the Ministers have availed
to stir in him some spiritual life. This has been done
more than once, but he has always relapsed. . . .
Leave him to those who are wiser then you.
“ We turn to your other friend. In the scene you
saw you will discover the analogue of his life. For
what was it? Vanity, all vanity. Hence he lives
in the city of vanity where all is vain and frivolous,
empty and unsatisfying. The houses and buildings
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are unfinished, for the vain ones have no care for
anything but themselves, and so they cannot concen
trate attention so as to complete anything. They
are tawdry and full of base shams, because the vain
ones live in the external, and cannot discern between
the gold and its imitation. The mirrors that lie
everywhere are, to the vain ones, the ornament they
most desire, for they show them their own exterior.
The essences and pomades and brushes and the like
are the necessities of life, for the vain ones live
in vain attempts to deck themselves with what they
imagine will trick out their fancied charms; though,
■as you saw, they succeed only in covering themselves
with that which is noisome and ridiculous. The
spirit whom you visited spent his life in vanity,
and it has eaten into his soul. For now the spirit
body that he has, and which he thinks so much of,
is scarred over with blains, full of corruption and
disease, which it is his great and constant care to
disguise with varied plasters and appliances. Had
you been able to see beneath those - clothes, which
he delights in, you would have seen a mass of sores,
the noisomeness of which he vainly attempts to cover
by sprinkling about'the scent which you so disliked.
All the vain ones dislike and disparage each other,
and are purely selfish. They require to deck them
selves as you need food. Hence their streets are
furnished with means of so doing as vours are with
shops and drinking fountains. There are no women
in their city, for the vain ones would fear that their
finery would be eclipsed.”

THE DISCOVERY OF THE SELF.
By L. Margery Bazett.
f suppose that no period has approached so nearly
to this discovery as the present time. Modem
psychology, in particular, has given profound atten
tion to this question. If, in the past, our search has
been too often superficial, to-day psychology is
showing that a cursory observation is wholly
inadequate.
The great discover}7 has been that the Self is, and
always has been, infinitely greater than dur poor con
ception of it; it.is not confined within the world of
the senses. Walt Whitman exclaimed, “ I do not
think that seventy years is the time of man or woman,
nor that years will ever stop the existence of me or
anyone.” He saw the Self as it is—-eternal, yet
functioning within the limits of its terrestial span.
He would fain draw7 us away from that constant
“staring into the mirror of the isolated, lonely self”,
and would direct us to that unity of all life, of which
each self is only a part. He was able to feel this
unity of the whole, and “to feel it with the same
unerring certainty with which we feel conscious of
the isolated self.”
The mystic, the artist, the spiritual adventurer,
have all set out upon the search; but have they found
the Self—the real man?
To-day the psychic or sensitive is following in
their rear, the man of yet other vision. All, alike;
must turn away from the world of sense, knowing
full well that the existence of the Self is “never
wrapped heavily in the voluminous folds of this life’s
garment.”
Those who search only in the sense-world discover
the trappings of the Self, the self of the under-world
of personality, but here, they will never discover it
in its entirety. In this sense-world, the real Self has.
been camouflaged. Matthew Arnold described it
thus:
I knew the mass of men . . . lived and moved
tricked in disguises, alien to the rest of men. and
alien to themselves:
To. the seer this camouflage is not impenetrable^
though he too has been frequently misled by it.
“ To thine own self be true”. Could we but keep
*
a fraction of this commandment, we should fulfil at
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But I (the fragmentary self) have no idea where
or what the whole Self is; “ I am like someone look
ing in a dark room for what isn’t there.”
If I cast a glance backward to the past, I see there
merely a reflection of the Self, as it appears, distorted
by the imperfections of that mirror; yet this very
habit of mind forces me to glance back yet again, and
the past presents another picture which is framed and
hung upon its walls. It is one that has long hung
there, and millions have gazed upon it.
Surely, it
should disclose the secret.
And as we stand before it, its conception of self
attainment through abnegation, selflessness, self-sacri
fice—these all stand out in a high light. Some thinkers
of to-day claim that the unselfishness which is worth
having is service by a great, a dominant, self—and
where do we find such? Certainly not amongst those
poor imitations whose self-abnegation is their own
spiritual destruction.
Concerning such, we feel that they have encum
bered themselves with the unrealities and the unessen
tials of life, lacking that force of personality which
must break through the bonds of artificiality, and
strive towards that “incorruptibility of the self which
is the perfection of life.”
We are such “fractional beings”, and must bide
our time till we attain to “that unknown greatness
which seems to await the future of man”. “ I want
to be myself,” exclaimed Tolstoi, “to prolong myself
into infinity of time.” At times, the sensitive sees the
man. the self, as he would be; as he is linked to that
greater consciousness of which all are parts.
When he is in touch with those who have passed
from this world, he feels and experiences some of the
many degrees of consciousness which meet in us all;
he can perceive that deeper, more expansive self that
is invisible to the eye. l ie is attracted to those rare
souls who, like Shelley, “live always on that strange
dividing dine where spirit meets flesh"; and he has the
power to recognise those w ho hear repeatedly the call
of the other world. He knows that maiuis corn "not
of the flesh, but of the Spirit"; and it is in that realm
that the true Self has its home.

PRIMROSE

TIME.

When sunbeams are tangled in meshes of rain,
Ami thorns
*
green singles are shining wet.
While the weathercock turns on the golden vane,
April comes like a young coquette;
‘arath her spells and glamours we may forget
The troubles that came with the snow
*
and rime,
The south wind flows like a rivulet
An«l the world grow
s
*
young in the primrose time.
The woods are tree of the snow ’s last stain,
Green clusters garnish the ash-boles’ jet,
As, lightly sweeping across the plain,
April comes like a young coquette,
Or leans from a cloud’s white parapet,
To watch the land in its vernal prune,
W here the signet of youth on all is set,
For the world grows young in the primrose time.
The snowdrop and crocus begin to wane;
The brookside ripples the sedges fret;
With a wistful smile, or a proud disdain,
April comes like a fair Coquette,
\\ ith young bright leaves in a filmy net,
The ivy-vines up the church tower climb.
But of Time’s devouring they fear no threat,
For the world grow s young in the primrose time.
Fnsvm.
Man, with the worries of life beset.
Take thou this thought as an amulet;
Let it ring in thine ears like an elfin chime
How the world grow s young in the primrose time.
—From Four Miles From Any Town,
by David Gow.

It is said that the followers of Bahaism now
number more than 3,000,000, and there is a large con
tingent in England, for the faith unites people of all
creeds. Some of its adherents are described as
having a “passion for martyrdom”.
Certainly
thousands of Bahaists in Persia have suffered death
for their religion, and I know no higher proof of
religious devotion, even though it has been said that
it is often harder to live for one’s faith than to die
for it! It may be objected that the willingness to die
for one’s religion does not prove the truth of it, but
it certainly proves the truth of the martyr 1

*****
I suppose that one of the revelations of the future,
or perhaps I should say one of the realisations of the
future, will be how relatively small a part of the
human soul is expressed in the material world. In
this consideration we may find the solution of many
problems, spiritual, psychical and physical. It may
clear up for us the real meaning of reincarnation, and
justify the vision of the poet who traced the confusion
and misery of life to the attitude of the common man
who. when his interests are opposed to those of
another man argues “1 am / and he is he,” not
realising that the interests of one are identical with
the interests of all. But this is a lesson yet to be
learned and "this imperfect world" is doubtless
designed to teach it.

*****
Looking back through our old volumes I am
struck by the fact that many unintelligent comments
were sent to Light that would never be sent to-day,
because the advance of education and liberal thinking
has made them impossible.
I hardly think, for
instance, that the sudden death of a prominent
Rationalist or Materialist would (as in earlier day's}
lead to any Spiritualist observing that it was a
judgment on such people ! Probably it was bigotry
rather than mere stupidity that led to such comments
in the past. To-day, the average Spiritualist would
remember that people have died while praying, that
clergymen have died in the pulpit, and refrain from
offering superstitious theories. I cannot resist, at
this point, referring once more to the remark of the
village atheist, as depicted by Punch, who. when
sitting in the village tavern, hears of the suddeh death
of the verger at the neighbouring church, and observes
solemnly : “ Ah, that’s what comes o’ pew-opening I”

*****
Miss Lind-af-Hageby has expressed the view that
science does its best to perpetuate war. If for science
we read scientists she is undoubtedly correct. There
is always the human face under these masks of
“Science” and "Theology”. Occasionally it is a beauti
ful face, but more often it is ill-favoured and malig
nant. Scientists are “making poison gas more and
more deadly.” That would seem to carry with it
some guarantee against war. But who can tell? We
well remember that the last great war came upon us
at a time when it was regarded as something too
horrible ami destructive ever to happen. It was
against the common interest and welfare—but it
happened none the less, and we are all more or less
sick and sorry as a consequence. I sometimes think
that if another war comes, vastly more destructive, the
victors (if there are any victors!) will have such an
appalling and colossal mess to clear up that they will
be inclined to wish that they had been the victims
instead! I think it was the Duke of Wellington who
said that “nothing except a battle lost can be half so
melancholy as a battle won’t To-day that is truer
than ever.
D. G.
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SPIRIT CONTROL
OR “TRANCE PERSONALITY”?
When the celebrated Medium Mrs. Cora L. V.
Richmond was eleven years of age, and was asked to
write an essay on composition, she took her slate and
pencil into an arbour in the garden, intending first
to write her essay on her slate, and then copy on
paper.’ In a little while she took the slate to her
mother, explaining that she had fallen asleep and
somebody had been writing on the slate. The writing
began : “My dear sister”, and was from a sister of
Cora's mother who had passed over in childhood.
A few days later, while she was seated at the
feet of her mother, sleep again overtook the child,
and the mother, thinking the little one had fainted,
applied restoratives. Noticing, however, a trembling
movement of the hand, she placed the slate and pencil
in Cora’s hand, which immediately began to write. In
this manner several messages were written, signed
by different members of the family in the spirit world,
each of them testifying to their existence in the world
Invisible.
Neighbours became interested, and called to ask
questions, and themselves gel communications. Some
months later Cora was controlled by a spirit pur
porting to be a German physician, who for four years,
at a certain time each day, controlled her to diagnose
discaac and prescribe for it. Cora had no knowledge
af any other language than I ngh
h.
*
hut under con
*
Irol eometimm spoke German. All this was training
for her mission as a public nueakcr. This began in
her fifteenth year, but when die wi
*
only twelve the
<hd<l wan engaged giving lerturrs for a naif bout to
an hour or longer. on elates, science, phibwophy and
th<nl«»gv, in a arlmlatlv manner, the mib)cci being
*
sometime
chosen by Iter guide
*
hut frequently by
the audirtHYs tn whom dir tpukr
Professor L J Mlpes, a scientist of New York
City went to lluflfalo in ifet to attend some of the
child’s lectures
\»krd to name a *
ubject for one
these, he answered in two words: "iVunary K
*<k»
After the lecture. Professor Mapes was called upon
to speak, and sakl: ** I am a college educated man,
and have bcm all my life an investigator of scientific
suhjetis and associated with scientific men, but I stand
this attemenn dumb before this young girt" Better
it is to be dumb m such a case than to bray about
traiHc-personality—-of which no evidence whatever
a|ipraredTwo years later, backed by Judge Edmunds,
Horace Greeley, Professor Mapes. Professor Hare
oi |*
hiladelphia, with other ditiinguiahed people, Cora
lectured tn the largest halls and theatre
*
of New York,
X P. \\ dlis, poet and litterateur, in the Home
Jt»Ui
of who he was editor, describes her as "a
delicate featured blonde of seventeen, with flaxen
*
nnglci
tallmg over her shoulders, movements
deuterate and self-possessed, voice calm and deep,
eyes and utger
*
ui no way nervous. . . . The tone
and manner were of an absolute sincerity of devoutnews which cuuiprikd respect; and before she closed
1 was prepared to believe that a male spirit was
*
speakuq
through her lip
*
or that the relative position
<»i the sexes is not the same as in rhe days of St
PaulCora Richmond visited Rugland for the first time
when she was thirty-two, and again fee years Later,
lecturmg m suane of the principal towns, with equal
brilliance She was supposed to be a re-incarnationisi, in the popular wnac; but IXmmurr declares that
stature of her teaching was "based upon the
hv^MUhcsis oi pre-existence and etnboduaeuts-- in cuntrafeunctHMi to the remcaruatMMS theory as taught
fe AUn Kardec and fitter by the Thcosophiuv -and
Athnin that the toad is uncreale, without beginning
awd w about end*
’ KtiitcaruatKei being .a perennial
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plant, with roots like those of the dandelion, this
passage from Densmore’s pages is commended to the
reader’s attention. It may be added that Densmore
uses the term soul in the modern sense of spirit.
The following excerpts from Cora Richmond’s
autobiography are pertinent to the problem of Spirit
Control:
From the very first of my control, that is,
the writing on the slate in the arbour . . . to
the present time, I have never been conscious of
anything that transpired in the outward world
during the time I was under control. This state
or condition has not changed since I became a
medium. I could not through my own know
ledge state or testify in court that I had even
spoken in public, even delivered an address or
poem in my life. While passing under control,
I do not experience any peculiar sensations of
physical changes. Unconsciousness to physical
surroundings and consciousness of spiritual
presence are almost simultaneous. The added
or larger consciousness of Spirit being accom
panied by a seeming expansion of all the powers,
and by great freedom of mind. ... As soon
as I became aware of these spirit presences and
companions, they were as real to me as though
in human form. . . . Not only did I see or per
ceive spirits every time I was entranced and
the controls were using my organism to write
or speak, but 1 was distinctly aware of being a
separate consciousness, out of, or not acting
upon or through my own body. I wettf away,
to all intents and purposes, having only a sym
pathetic psychic contact with my organism. I
visited people whom 1 knew and places with
which I was familiar, also persons and localities
I had never seen in my normal state; but my
experiences were especially with those in spirit
life, 1 was as one of them; my father, grand
parents. relatives and friends, many of whom
I had never seen in earth life, were my com
panions in those seasons of inner consciousness.
1 have often noted that those of whom I
had previously been thinking and concerning
whom I was most anxious when in my outward
state, were those whom I first visited in spirit
(when entranced). Yet I have also been aware
of having visited people still in earth form, and
have afterwards recognised on being introduced
for the first time outwardly, as those whom I
had seen in spirit. There are others whom I
have seen in vision, yet have never met in per
son, and whom when we do meet, here or here
after, I shall know, I am sure. Nothing could
better prove how spirit annihilates time and
space; and may we not look forward to the time
that my guides assure us is coming, when the
written word, often so long delayed and so
anxiously looked for, shall no longer be neces
sary?
The facts concerning Mrs. Richmond that are
embodied in this article have been drawn from Emmet
Densmore’s Introduction to the /Ireana of Naturt.
The reader is also referred to the Life and Work of
Cora L. V. Richmond, by H. D. Barrett, 1895.
-W. B. P.

OBITUARY: MRS, ANNIE BUDDINGTON.
Spiritualism is to-day poorer by the loss of one of
its veteran workers. Mrs. Boddingbin passed to the
higher lift on March 31st at 7.5 p.m. The body was
cremated at Golders Green on buturday, the Rev.
Tysaul Davis oifieiating. Tributes were paid by Mr.
Stewart, representing the Spiritualists' National
Uttkm and Mr. Maurice Barbanrll, representing the
La^ndon District Council. Mrs, Wesley Adams, Mrs.
Snowdon Hall, Miss Kohnlein, and others spoke uf
thrir grateful appreciation of Mrs. Buddington to
whoae life and work we hope to refer in a later issue.
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Editor: Stanley De Brath, M.I.C.E.
Beat Psychic Quarterly in the World. 29 post free. 11s. yearly.
Sample copy post free at the College.

The “W.T. Stead ” Borderland Library
6. EMITH 6QUARE, WESTMINSTER, 8.W1.
(Four minutes (torn the Houses of Parliament.)
Telephone: VICTORIA 8667
*.Ho Secretary
................................................
MISS BST11.1JI STtAD

*
Th
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Sunday. April 20th, at 6.30.
Address ..............
Clairvoyance
..
..
..
..
..
..
Silver collection on entering.
AT HEADOUARTERS

Tel. Museum 0676.

Marylebone House, 42, Russell Square, W.C.l.
Participation in the folljwiag activities iscoiRaed to Member
*
and Associates
MEETINGS FOR PSYCHOMRTRY AND CLAIRVOYANCE.
Monday, April at st, Easter, no Meeting
Tuesday, April rand, at 7.30. Clairvoyance ..
MRS. MEUR1G MORRIS
Thursday, April ay th, at 7.30. Clairvoyance ...
..
MR. E. SPENCER
Friday, April 25th, at 7.30.
Clairvoyance

GROUP SEANCES.
Wednesday, April 33rd, at 3......... MRS. WORTHINGTON
Thursday, April 24th. at 7.30.
......
MR. VOUT PETERS

DIRECT VOICE SEANCE.
Monday, April aist, no Seance
Friday, April 25th. at 8......................................................
MRS. HENDERSON
PRIVATE Sill INGS can be arranged with the following mediums:
MRS. ESTELLE ROBERTS MRS. CARNOCK
MR GLOVER BOTHAM
MRS. BARREL
MRS MORRFI
MISS LILY THOMAS
MR. VOUT PETERS
HEALING.
Every VVednesday at a.30 and 7, "Medicine Man" the control of Mr. Janes
will diagnose and give treatment, uo charge is made but a silver collection will
be taken to defray expenses.
LIBRARY.
Nearly a ,000 volumes. Open daily, except Saturdays.
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION. Members to#
,
*
Associates 1'6.
All correspondence to the Secretary, Frank Haw ken.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY
Services, Sunday Morning and Evening

GROTRIAN

lending library no lain
*
baadreds of basAa *■ l«>«bM sabjecta.
Folly (.lessihtd Caialogva, »». yd.
Open daily 11 to I—*. 30 to 6. (C lowed Saturdays aad Suadays.)

HALL

115, Wigmore Street
(Nearcat Station, Marble Arch or Bond Street)

*
Frltnl
.
***
AppotalBM
Psychic Photography
MRS. DtANH
Irani. Msdlvmahlp
MRS, BARREL. MR
*
G- P MIAN FL IN.
MK&. AKNIK JOHNSON. MRX GARRMTT. M1UL CANTLoN
Clairvoyance or Tra»««
MRS, ROUE. MRS. LiVthuVTObR. MKV CAMPBELL
*i)a Board *
O
ad Automatic M
«iug
*
..
MU HKaTER DOWDEN

SUNDAY, APRIL 20ch.
11 a.m.— Speaker, Prof. James Scott.
:
*
Clairvoyant

Mrs. Livingstone.

6.30 p.m.—Rev. Dr. Lamond.

Thandayv, y.,o p.m. Devnt|ua
|
*
Grmrp->
MtM STI AD
Friday., j jo to , p.m.. library "At H«
* m" To
*
ML Nou-.bore aad
•II utietvoiod ata tratdiaUy iavliod
* ary at'l M Uaxtf /suss lh«»eo«y, ApeU 1 yak KN Msodgy. -tp»4 «»
id
*».

WIMBLEDON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH,

MR. ERNEST HUNT
MISS CAMPBELL

Clahvoyante; Mrs. Hirst.
April 7
*tb. 11 a.tn,. Mr. Harold Carpantar.
Clairvoyant: Mr. Glover Botham.

6,jo p.m., Rev. W. Whincap.
Clairvoyante: Mrs. Roberts.

A

Heahng Service is included.

Silver Collection,

f Acreaflag rhe LooderaAip •/ Jeaaa Chrisf.J

114, HARTFIELD ROAD, W1MBLTDON, S.W.19
*1 *
.
..
.. MlsS FRANCIS DAVNTON
*.
Addrea
Sph tl -doser iptina
*
aad *
> ■<<
**
bemdsy. Ajstt mah.b.p
*
.............................................................. MRS. M. COX
,
*
Addie
*
bpuu^ssciiptiM
aad u
ir»,
*
Wadsmdry, April ryd. y.y
*
p. *
.
,,
..
.. RE \ G1 ORGE NASH

Emday. April *oth

Id
id
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*
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charge; Muuday
.
*
Tweada^a aad ThuroUayo. IWajn.to
• pm. WadmaAay
.
*
3 pm. (a S.to pm.

it)

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION.
TB. PtMBXICCE BLACB. BAYSWATIR. W.R-

!<
F’
d

•aadsy. April Mb. tiara
Vmday. April aeth, a.9
*
p.aa.

..

.. MR. B. DIMSDALE STOCKER
..
.. hr RICHARD A. BUSH

Warn til try. AprUryrd. y^yof^m. CUwevyuK
*.

..

E» D P
* P
*

Mlhb IVA CUMK

I

“THE HEALTHY WAY”
LmsMo*

A
aB afcaa> " WA LER ' dmkmg aad j
m bearfimi AcH <
* RHEUMATISM. CON
*
STIPATION. Me., sad GENERAL HEALTH

the etherum RADJQ.ACTIVE TREATMENT
w SkE oararv bousabeld coo *Hord.
**
tS

*cawd
PUo

to Depd. L. “

ACTINIUM DEVELOPMENTS, LTD.
SaBebsery Apaor. Hew. E.C.4

Private Sittings with Mediums can bo booked.
OPEN MEETINGS.—Every Monday, 6.30 p.m. —7.30 p.m. Every Wednes
day, tl 30 p.m.—l. 30 p.m.
Talk, Questions Answered and Clairvoyance,
preceded by aa ORGAN RECITAL AdmiMion Free. Come and bring a Friend.

Offices uf the Community : Grntriun Hull, 115 Wigmore Street, W.l.
Telephone Welbeck 6814.

Psychic Unfoldment.

PSYCHOSENSICS:
The Home Training Correspondence Course with
a world-wide reputation.
Special Test Hooks by F BRITTAIN.
Send fat pamphlet, "The Key to the Gift
*
and Power
*
of the
Spirit", with lid. stump for postage.
I Secretary
Psychoeeasic Training Institute, AM. St. Stephen's Road,
Luudoa. W.li.
South African Repreneatativc: Mr. L Chatlstaa Goch,
P.O, Box 4122, Johannesburg, South Africa.
THE BOOK FOB ALL BBVONIQ STU0CNTB,

! "Symbols and their Interpretation", by F BRITTAIN.
Price 1/fl,
Postage 2d. extra, or order from your boukanller.

THERE IS AN UNSEEN POWER
which oparata
*
In YOU K life with tlae exact pracMtion of Mathematics.
Th Power may ba known, un<f maccZ. by anyone 1 otfar a genuine
*
Course of ScMtiiihc Study, on a FREE-WILL orVEaiNG BASIS,
to ait hotteet Mahan for Truth, in THU Life,
Sms.loeerfriampedenvelope to ^r. JOHN HARBORNE
MB.. Qaaan * Baud. Aatna. BIRMINGHAM.
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London Spiritualist Alliance, Ltd.
Established 1884

Incorporated 1896

16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON, S.W.7.
President! Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, M.D., LL.D.
Vice-President: Robert Fielding-Quid. M.A.. M.D., M.R.C.P.

Hon. Treasurer ;
Hon. Librarian :
Secretary : Miss
Hours: Daily 10
to 1 p.m.

Capt. A. A Camell.
Stanley De Brath, M.I.C.E.
Mercy Phillimore.
a.tn. to 6 p.m., Sats. 10 a.m.

Telephone: Kensington 3738
Railways: District. Metro.
Tube: Piccadilly.
‘Buses: 14. 30. 49. 74. 96.

Summer Syllabus now Ready. Particulars sent Free

on

Application.

i Value of Reading before Experimenting.

Daily Experimental Work.

The Alliance strongly advises the enquirer first to undertake
Arrangements can be made for members to have private
sittings with all mediums approved by the Council, either in the a preparatory course of reading, even i f it be comparatively short.
rooms of the Alliance or at the home of the medium or member, Communication between the two worlds probably operates
. naturally and frequently without conscious awareness on our
as may be mutually convenient.
Sittings for non-members can be arranged on presentation of I part. Those communications of which we are intellectually
and emotionally aware, depend upon the exercise of the psychic
satisfactory letter of introduction.
I faculties, which are by no means simple.
The enquirer who becomes familiar to some extent with
SUBSCRIPTION :
I the nature and scope of mediumship is better able to appraise
For a membership fee of ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM, ; the results of a sitting than one who comes with preconceived
which falls due on the first of January, the Alliance provides I notions, all of which may be influenced by mistaken ideas.
a centre for enquirers and for convinced Spiritualists, where I The experimenter needs to be capable of sympathetic and
meetings, lectures, and investigations are regularly carried I intelligent response to what may be given him. He must
' use common-sense in this, as in all things ; he must be content
■on.
I to accept and examine carefully in the light of his reason
Noif : Admission free to Members to all ordinary meetings. Non-members
whatever is given to him. He will court failure if he demands
cannot be admitted to any meeting except on the presentation of a ticket
particular results. It should be remembered that in every
purchased BEFORE THE DAY of the meeting, or at the guest of a member,
psychic experiment the initiative and constructive work is
who may purchase a ticket at the time of the lecture.
from the spirit world. The medium is in effect a passive
i recording instrument and the sitter an observer. The sitter
THE LIBRARIES.
should also endeavour to be passive and sympathetic, merely
No extra fees are charged for the use of books, except for
recording all impressions and statements. The critical analysis
postage when they are not exchanged personally. The , should be made after, not during a seance.
The extreme delicacy of the psychic states should never
annual fee of one guinea for Membership includes the
be overlooked. The mediumistic gift is subject to constant
use of the Libraries.
1 variations in power and sensitivity. A variety of factors
The Library is open from io a.m. to 6 p.m. on week
go to make either good or bad conditions. The gift itself
days, except Saturdays, when it closes at i p.m.; and
varies in power. The psychic state of a medium may harmonise
during the Sessions until the commencement of Thursday
with the psychic state of the sitter, ar it may not. The
I vet tires.
’ experiment is influenced not only by the state of mind of the
sitter at the time of the experiment, but by his general mental
Catalogue, including Supplements, i/-.
I
condition
and character. As in ordinary human society,
Bibliography id, (elnssilivd list of books useful for the
some people mix with their fellows more easily than others,
sludent).
, so in psychic experiments some combinations are favourable
The Secretary attends every day, from toa.m until and others unfavourable. Every sitting is thus in the nature
. of an experiment. The sincere enquirer with an open mind
6 p.m., except Saturdays and until the conclusion of will receive experiences of a supernormal nature, and usually,
lectures,and is at al) times prepared to meet enquirers.
when he has the co-operation of an interested spirit friend
: he will sooner or later obtain evidence of the identity of his friend.
Psychic experimentation naturally involves subtleties of a
EASTER HOLIDAYS, The Alliance will be closed psychological
nature, the variety of which can never be underfor Easter front Thursday night, April 17th,re I stood without some acquaintance with the whole range of
opening on Wednesday morning, April 23rd.
J psychic phenomena.

The L.S.A. is an Unsectarian Body.

OBSERVATIONS
The Psychic faculties are very delicate, and subject to the influence of definite thoughts of the sitter.
A strong suspicion, without any justification, that the medium is dishonest, combined with a determination
to find deception. would act adversely upon the medium who, in the supernormal state during the period of the
sitting, is highly sensitive to suggestion.
It is to be observed that there is a close parallel between mediumistic states and those of ordinarily
hypnotised subjects.
An open mind and complete passivity is necessary. Honest criticism in the inquirer is natural, but active
criticism causing mental activity during the sitting should be avoided.
*
A critical analysis should be made after, but not during the sitting.

NON SUCCESSFUL SITTINGS
It is unavoidable that some sittings will be failures for several reasons:
Sitter and medium may prove psychically unsuited to each other.
The psychic power fluctuates independently of the will and often of the knowk’.ige of the medium. It is
not like a telephonic message.
It should be understood that sitters sit at their own risk as to whether results are satisfactory or othcrwiseIf a medium be comscwms of lack of power, no sitting will be held, and the fee will be refunded on application
to the Secretary.
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SEASIDE AND COUNTRY HOTELS,
APARTMENTS, ETC.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
The charge for Small Classified Advertisements is 1/- per line,
(average, 9 words per line) Box office charge, 6d. additional per
insertion. Send with Remittance to: Advertisf mf.nt Manager,
“Light", 16 Queensberry Place, London, S.W.7.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PREPAID
.

THE MANAGEMENT RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY
ADVERTISEMENT WITHOUT REASON GIVEN.

MEDIUMS’ ADVERTISEMENTS.
Satisfactory results at any particular sitting cannot be guaran
teed, even with the best mediums.

111

LONDON.
KENSINGTON. Comfortable Furnished Bed-sitting Rooms. Gao
fires. Meals in restaurant. Terms moderate. Tel. Western 1301. AddreM
4a, Lexham Gardens, W. 8.
(359)
SUS8EX.
YOUR SPIRITUAL HOME. All bedrooms hot and cold water, electric
light, gas fires, pure, varied, generous diet. Write tor tariff. —Mr. and Mr
*.
Massingham, 16 8c 17, Norfolk Terrace, Brighton.
(14)

SITUATIONS VACANT.
A CAPABLE LADY HELP REQUIRED. Rome nursing and cooking.
Two in family. One maid, and outside help. Box 408
(40S)

dvertisements

given over the
phone cannot be guaranteed unless con
firmed in writing. Copy for adverts, must be sent
to arrive by Monday preceding the date of issue.

A

FRATERNITY OF THE INNER LIGHT
Warden: DION FORTUNE
The Fraternity of the Inner Light is a Society whose purpose it is to pur
sue the study of Mysticism and Esoteric Science and to develop their prac
tice. Its ideals are Christian and its methods are Western. It maintain
*
a
Lecture Centre and Library in London, and a hostel at the Chalice Orchard
Club. Glastonbury, open from Whitsuntide till Michaelmas. No fixed charge
is made for admission to the lecture and study groups, all contributions to
wards expenses being voluntary, in accordance with esoteric tradition.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MADAME

BISHOP

ANDERSON,

,
*
Clairvoyant

PUBLIC LECTURES, Mondays at 8.IS (Thrr
*
*
willb
ct«r
*onoL
n
Apr 121.)
The Community House. 3, Queensborough Terrace, Bayswater, W.2
(Near Queen'siRci. Station)
Syllabus on application.
“THE INNER LIGHT’* Edited by Dion Fortune ■ Am nthly magazine
devoted to Es leric Christianity, Occult Science, and the Psychology of
Snper-consc’onsness Price M. Post frte 6/6 per annum. Specimen copy
sent free Books by Dion Fortune. Esoteric Philosophy of Lose and
Marriage. 3/6- Rider. Machinery of the Mind. (V. M. Firth). 3/6. Allan A
Unwin. Secrets of Dr. Taverner • A study in Esoteric Psychology. (Fiction
1/6. Noel Doug as. The Demon Lover. A study of the abuse of, occult power
.’/6 Noel Douglas. Esoteric Orders. 3/6 Rider. Sane Occultism. 5/-. Rider

Clairaudient.

Impiratlonal Speaker. Advice on Spiritual Development, etc. 20 years’
experience. Spiritual Healing. Appoinlmetiia 11—" Saturday II— 4. Clients
visited. 'Phone: Maida Vale 564$.
33, Boundary Road, St. John’a Wood.

(»j)

MR. G. P. KHARPLIN. Can be aecn by «p|>olnf meet at the British
Collegeoi Paycbic Science, 16, Queen’a Gale, S.W .7. ( T'hone : Western 9SBI.)
Many successful absent treatment cases.
(tai
RONALD BRAILEY, Clairvoyant. iFatd. 37 yearw.) Itally. II to 6.
*
Circle
Tuesdays and Fridayt 3 p.m. Obsasaloa nested. — 90, vaaay
Gardena, N.W.4, 'Bus Mtb, Golden Gtwo. 'l l« r » llerdoe
*
•*
.
iyo)

“THE REFLECTOGRAPH”
I'rrnotistriition.'s can be arranged by applying to the
inventor. MR. H. K. KIRK BY. 42 Penywern Road,
Earl * Court. London. S.W.5. One minute from Earl's
Court Tube Station. 'Phone: Kensington 7688. (490)

MIAK LU.IAN WALBROOK ("Tbo <Jaae of Leader CaHmM’l. Private
tlUloga by appointthent, 1 hut Mia ya, aj>.m . Tea. te,
**
M
sad Dewtoaetr
**
tics.—<4, (arIlan Sale, Maida Vaio. N.W
.
*
'PImm. Malala Vaw i»?t
______
(’«
_____ _ ____ ___ ........ ___________

ANTROLOGY. IlttrOMOpO *
/• | detallad readings. t*
, • and
(tend bitth date. time II bM
o<
*
Fviwaal *
igtatshr V•
to , - Wfcs
*
A. Hull, )* bhalUabur> Avo. w. I t»<ne Rag. iMh»6
t
*
ii

A PKYQUC CMNTMK. Mr
.
*
Iledlcy t.lbx.u. Magnetic tteator. < hair «
SUdknl (by appotnltt»
titC.lasses
*
lee livalmg. (Utttv)<ns, Tvlepalby,
DilWl \ottv; afia lor KbytMniC'Bnoibmg and \o«« pwaMctfoa. Ea^aariao
(tnwtih<»l, ’pbaaw Nuatb ««!«. —jy, A tuna Fuad. lotnall l ark. N 7. (jj#>

<*4
*
hVM'

OUR SIXTH SENSE

***** CANTLON, Trance Medium. t iaus«,.an.« and Pstcbo ,jrtry.
.
t»y gp^aaigt swat eaaly.
, II a e>,v. tllANCt OF
ADuKKMN. Pleas
**
*.
NOTH
Mi». tantloa a til
< Iwata at tear
****te» KLOANK hQl AH
.
*
, dally, — W iHe o, ’phaaaw tor **
Lumaalfl, ”
Katagald Road, &.W.IJ, Telepbuaw Putney 6)lJ(so)

PROF. CHARLES RICHET
(Translated by Frank Rothwell)

“The bonds which unite me with English science are
too close and too numerous for me not to regard this
translation of mv book on the Sixth Sense a* a kind of
necessity..—Pro/. Richet in his introduction.

***** ANNS! 'I A liANtlt MS , the sscU ■hDussu l lairtuyanlc tayysia •
****** *7 JtBal tal)j, k< la. “At Hrtnas’* attended >U Arthur (aaaa
*'
•Mt
kiaa tribal
.
*
Su Anbsur Ml
*
be beard nothing but (vui of Bra
J***** abo is a true Media
?,
*
—Mr
*
Auaeiia Banbury. Sandaeli Maaaioaa.
rial 1 taaWMC
*
Sawr}. tW
**
East Lam. teaat Haayaiaad. N.W(at)

PRICK 7/6 NET, from L.S.A. Book Dept.

PHANTOM

***** MUSS. lbu:Hia)>, 7.60 p.su., readings. Private sitting
*
by
<.uateH:
*i*M
—FKTythentw Itaad.Tu'acU Pash. N.H ’Fbcae Archway 3394.
U23>

Ay

SIR OLIVER LODGE

tJUIIOMllkY Iraan small articles Wauna or used, letter* or writing.
hand postal nadar 2*. 60 Maus ped eavetop* appreciated) to Mia* Janet
Laaaenby, 4, Barley Drive, We^i Derby. Liverpool.
□»)

*':i n
*
th

WALLS

“It is because a beneficent spiritual world has to me
become the ultimate reality that 1 have composed this
book.”

MADAME ANNE MURRAY. Clair soy ante, Pajibcmetriale. circle for
,
***
anna
*
Friday
at 6, »/-. Pvytiuai tiiy by post. j;. Al Home
*
attended.
i«» Ednh Grove, * W Jo. Phene F to*Tria tab*.
to1*)

PRICE 5/~ NET, from

LS.A. Book Dept., 16 Queensberry Place, London
s.w.7

MADAME J EASE CA\ FND15H, CUlnsjanU and Psychologist,
Inters<
*•» daily, 11
**
At HoaneA Patties, etc., attended Cheats visited.
NMaotiAagy 1 HaOuann** east.—2, N*vw* Road, |uS Nevcca Squaw) Earla
Coan. L»L PM*s KELVIN Ml*.
(»•)

SOCIETY MEETINGS.
.MRS. A.CANNOCK. *
*
0 Mauro
gate
**
Rd.. CShawicfc. Atteaad
*
laeedavs
and TNnltday
*
at *11. Cawpdan HiB Road (center) Notting Hill Gate, tor
Cewadtataoa sad Healing
Tuesdvy. Public Meeting for Clairvoyaaca
tad tvyt boa*very. 730 p-a*. TWraday afternoons at 3. and y.30 p.m. write
or ySisrt Chfonvh 11*0U*7>
MR- ERNEST HI M'—CteaaultaHoa
*
: tetegironin and advice for
tMOtal a
*d p^yaicai beakth
Tieatmenl by segresiKte and ro-educatoro.
•y MMdEMMRt only. Prcapectoa — 30 Woods lock M-.-ad, Bediocd Park. W - ******
*)
(♦>

PRIVATE OFFICE CONCERN. Advanced anted mliiare cvsiss. Great
Jnan.'ial tcwiVclitae
*.
ahrdnag WallMaoa laki £175. Hoc Rd LIGHT 10
S* w■ 1
............
_
(4W)
H P MANSFIELD. Traoce Medium, holds * <»cmce Friday al 8 p m ;
gj),
Wngfosedav st 8 p. an P
*ycb«uetry ; foe ly*
Lucie
held m your
*
in
6. Weslsnoeetend St.. Ebury Bridge. S.W.i. )(**

FOR SALE, adbosst *
1 booh
*
00 Spi rime I iam, Pvychic and var.uun
*aM
**
ta
—Apply. Bc<i 0*7. Licuar. *6. QunanahIXIV Place, S.W.7. (aguJ

Crteiiiewood. — Ashford

Hall,

41

Ashford

Road. — April iHth.

Good Friday, Saacial Service, 7 p.m., 10 be held at jlie Palace Clagm
,
*
Hruadway. Hundred;, af Seats. Silver Coltectfon. Ceunuuniiy Singing n to .*
Clairvoyance to follow. April jOth. 6.30, Mr. Snuwdun Hall. April .'Ird. 3 and

« 8. Mrs. K. Fillmvrw
Oroydua-— Th« N«w Gallery Kathartoe Street—April JQtb, 6.30,
Mr. HL. B >'i<lingt«jci. April 23rd, 7.45, Mrs. V. Crosford. Notice of removal.
On and after Sunday. May *
th.

all meetings will be betd hi the Broad Green

Hall, Handcreft Roald. West Croydon.

i

Hbvertfse vour Society
in “Xfgbt.”

L.S.A. PUBLICATIONS LTD.

BOOK SALES DEPT.
16 Queensberry Place, S.W.7
Orders may be placed for all books on or relating to Spiritualism and ‘Psychic Research.
Terms, cash with order. Prices quoted include postage.

Books of Special Interest.
Spirit Teachings.—Wm. Stainton Moses
(M.A., Oxon).—Being some of the original
Teachings communicated to Wm. Stainton
* Moses, also messages from tlw Medium’s con
trols, and Answers to Questions. Containing
also a short biography of Rev. Stainton Moses,
by C. T. Speer. Price 6/6, post free.
Objections to Spiritualism Answered.—H. A.
Dall as. Offers enlightened replies to many
problems which confront the student, and gives
helpful advice to inquirers. Price i/i ,post free.
Felicia R. Scatcherd Memorial Lecture,
1929, on “Progress of the ‘Margery
*
Mediumship”, by Dr. L. R. G. Crandon.
A brief resume of the Margery mediumship.
Price 9d., post free.
Spiritualism :
Its Ideas and Ideals.—
David Gow. 1/1. Post free. A Selection
of Articles, Sketches and Fables. (Reprinted
from "Light”).
The Drama of Europe, or The Soul of History. Stanley
De Brath, M.Inst.C.E. (Hon. Librarian of L.S.A.). An
evolutionary record of History from the first develop
ment or organic life to highest modern thought; and
then, "Whcreunto ?” Showing that History is the
purposive working of a spiritual ideal rather than a
blind cosmic process, and showing also the tragic
results of human resistance to this Purpose. Price
• 8/-, post free.
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Concerning tlw Cleophas Scripts.—2/2. (Limited Edition contain
I
ing portrait of the Automatist).
Psychical Experiences of a Musician.—F. von Reuter. 8/-.
i
Comrades on the Homeward Way.- H. A. Dallas. 21/6.
Some New Evidence for Human Survival.—Rev. C. Drayton
Thomas. 6/6.
Researches into the Phenomena of Spiritualism.—Sir Wm.
Crookes. 3/9.
Spiritual Experiences of a Business Man.—T. A. R. Purchas.
8/-.
Au Revoir, Not Good-bye.— W. Appleyard. 3/9.
And With the Morn. Ballard. 5/6
The Seekers. Rosa Barrett. 6/6.
I
Beyond. Rosa Barrett. 3/9.'
|
World Predictions.—Cheiro. 8/-.
True Ghost Stories.—Cheiro. 5/6.
Power of the Spirit.—P. Dearmer. 3/9.
Mystery of Ourselves. —Staveley Bulford. 3/9.
Angels Seen To-day.—Elliot. 3/9.
Religion of To-morrow.- W. J. Colville. 4
Impressions from the Unseen.—Bazett. 5/4.
Telepathy.- BaggaUy. 2/ 9.
Psychology of the Future.—Boirac. 6 -.
Poems of Love and the Unknown.—E. Hall Hains. 3/9.
How to Train the Memory.—H. Ernest Hunt. 1/2.
Practical Colour Psychology.—Rev. Wm. Heald. 2/3.
j
Dreams of Orlow.—A. M. Irvine. 6/6.
Self Reliance.—R. Harrison. 1/8
Other World People.—J. W. Herries. 3/9.
Healing Thoughts,—Heather B. 2/9.
Handful of Dreams.—E. Hall Hains. 5/6.
Psychic Science and Religious-Belief.—J. ArthursHiU. 5/6.
Phantom Walls.—Oliver Lodge. 5 6.
Gift of Understanding. -Prentice Mulford. 3 9.
Mysteries of Sound and Number,— Sheikh Habeeb Ahmad. 11/-.
Jesus Christ at Work.- R. A. Bush. 5 -.
Death Bed Visions. Sir Wm. Barrett. 3/9.
Self Training.— H. Ernest Hunt. 5/-.
Conviction of Survival,—'Oliver Lodge. 2/2.
The following publications are os sale:

Spirit Intercourse.—J. Hewat Mackenzie. 5/-.
There is No Death.—Marryat. 3/9.
Revelations of a Society Clairvoyante.—Nell St. John Montague.
H/-.
Relativity.—Sir Oliver Lodge. 1/2.
Realms of Light and Healing.—Robottom and Doyle. 2/9.
Re-interpretations.—W. S. Bowdon. 4/9.
The Kingdom of God.—Vale Owen? 4 9.
Possibility of Miracles.—A. M. Roos. 6/6.
Investigations in Occultism.—R. Steiner. 8/-.
The Open Door.—Sulhayhas. 3/9.
Return of George R. Sims.—A Friend and R. H. Saunders.
2/9.
Through the Grave and Gate of Death. 2/9.
The Hidden Splendour.—Scrivener. 8/-.
Psychic Phenomena in the Old Testament.—Tooley. 2/9.
Concerning the Inner Life.—E. Underhill. 2/2.
The Eternal Quest.—E. A. Wanderer. 5/6.
The Kabalah.—W. W. Westcott. 3/9.
An Investigation into Psychic Phenomena.—J. Arthur Findlay.
1/3.
Psychic Messages from Oscar Wilde. 7/9.
Four Miles from Any Town.—David Gow. 3/8.
Our Sixth Sense.—Charles Richet. 8/-.
Towards the Stars.—H. Dennis Bradley. 3/9.
Wisdom of the Gods.—H. Dennis Bradley. 3/9.
Is This Wilson?—C. A. Dawson Scott. 8/-.
Raymond Revised.—Sir Oliver Lodge. 6/6.
Survival of Man.—Sir Oliver Lodge. 2/3.
Is Death the End ?—J. H. Remmers. 8/-.
Stainton Moses: More Spirit Teachings. 1/8.
Experiences in the Unseen World.—Wm. Stainton Moses. 2/2.
Our African Winter.—Sir A. Conan Doyle. 8/-.
Guide to Mediumship.—E. W. and M. H. Wallis. 6/10.
Your Infinite Possibilities.—Margaret Underhill. 5/4.
From the Dead.—by Recorder. 1/1.
Jesus the Christ.—Rev. G. Vale Owen. 4/9.
Science of Seership.—G. Hodson. 8/-.
Modern Psychic Mysteries.—G. K. Hack. 18/6.
Life and Work of Mrs. Piper.—AIL L. Piper. 8t-.
Scripts of Cleophas.—G. D. Cummins. 18/-.""’
Listening In.—-By 0. C. B. Pixley. 1/1.
Life Beyond the Veil, 4 vols. By The Rev. G. Vale Owen. 4/4 each.
Man Made Perfect.—Mabel Beatty, O.B.E. 9/-.
Human Personality.—F. W. H. Myers. 3/10.
Why I Believe in Personal Immortality.—Oliver Lodge. 5/4.
Psychical Research, Science and Religion.—S. De Brath. 8/Religion of the Spirit.—S. De Brath. 5/4.
*
Ancient Lights.—Mrs. St. Clair Stobart. 8/-.
After Death, Letters from Julia.—W. T. Stead. 2/9.
Hidden Self.—H. Ernest Hunt. 4/9.
Witness.—Jessie Platts. 5/4.
Health.—R. H. Saunders. 6/6.
Healing Through Spirit Agency.—R. H. Saunders. 3/9.
Pheneas Speaks.—A. Conan Doyle. 2/9 and 3/9.
Science and Human Progress.—Oliver Lodge. 4/9.
Where are the Dead.—Various Contributors. 3/9.
Talks With Immortals.—S. 0. Cox. 2/2.
Priesthood of Laity.—Rev. G. Vale Owen. 1/8.
More Things in Heaven and Earth.—Robt. Blatchford. 3/8.
Harmonial Philosophy of A. J. Davis.—W. H. Evans. 3/9.
Kathleen.—Rev. J. Lamond, D.D. 6/6.

Psychic Science and Barbaric Legislation.—E. T. Powell.
Joan of Arc.—Rev. John Lamond. 7d.

2|d.

Psychometry.—Mrs. J. Millot Severn. 7d.
Psychm Research in the New Testament. 1/2.
Spirit Communications.—Camille Flam mar ion..
Evidences of Survival.—Edward Marshall-Hall.
Ectoplasm as Associated with Survival.—F. R. Scatcherd.
On Behaviour to the Dying.—Edith Lyttleton.
Philosophy of Survival.—David Gow.
Psychic Experiences.—A Conan Doyle.
Price lOd. each, post free.

3.). April.
Psychic Research (Amer.S.P.R.), Mar., 2/2 ; Psychic Science (B.C.P
*

Ouija and Planchetta Combinationa at 8/- ; Trumpets ior direct voice phenomena, 7/10 ; Crystals, from 8/6, in cases.
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